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TITLE:  Program Management Office and 
Procurement Executive 

REPORTS TO:  Chief Operating Officer 

FLSA STATUS:  Exempt BRANCH/DEPT:  CORPORATE 

  

 
POSITION SUMMARY:  

Directs and oversees the Program Management Office (PMO) and procurement processes for Live Oak 
Banking company and subsidiaries.   Responsible for the design, implementation, and management of Live 
Oak’s Program Office and Procurement processes.    Effectively track and manage the budgets of the 
projects under the purview of the PMO and the budget of the PMO/procurement division. 
 
PMO:   Develop and implement PMO processes and policies, direct the activities of direct and indirect project 
management staff, and work with other department leaders to define, prioritize, manage and develop projects 
and programs.    These activities include change management, release management, project performance 
measurement, project implementation and integration, refining standards and tools, and impact management.    
Coordinate across IT, Dev, Ops, HR, Accounting, Marketing, Sales, Credit, Product and other areas of the 
company to ensure good communication and efficient delivery of outcomes.   Establish a regular cadence of 
reporting status of projects to executive management.  Relies on extensive experience in banking and 
judgement to plan and accomplish goals.   A wide degree of creativity and practicality is required.   Coach and 
mentor project management skills to LOB leaders and employees as needed. 
 
Procurement:   Create and manage the RFP process for new vendors and contractual relationships to 
ensure high quality, capable, financially stable vendors are selected to perform services for LOB.   Create 
standards and tiers for vendors to ensure consistency across contracts.    Negotiate the most favorable terms 
possible for LOB in all vendor contract negotiations.   Be responsible for managing optimal outcomes for all 
third party contracts, including new contracts, renewals, buyouts, and early terminations.   Develop and 
implement productive sourcing strategies for LOB, as applicable.    Clearly identify and communicate which 
LOB senior leader is responsible for each existing vendor/partner relationships or serve as the responsible 
leader for third party relationships lacking ownership. 
 
Cross-organizational influence and communication is critical for success in this role.    
 

 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:  

 Develop and manage the portfolio of projects under the PMO. 

 Communicate to leaders across LOB how projects are prioritized and a timeline/roadmap for all 
projects under the PMO. 

 Lead and communicate regular updates of PMO activities to executive management. 

 Manage all third party contracts and sourcing arrangements.    

 Negotiate most favorable terms with new and renewed business partnerships. 

 Examine and re-evaluate existing contracts. 

 Be the “one stop” for contract management on all external vendor relationships 

 Additional tasks and responsibilities as directed 

 Adheres to all company policies and procedures 

 
ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 Functions as a team and realizes all members of the team are vital to its success. 
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 Performs other duties as required. 

 
SKILLS: 

 Strong oral and written communications skills; 

 Strong internal and external negotiation skills; 

 Understanding of how the bank makes money 

 Strong analytical and problem solving skills, and proactive thinking skills; 

 Sense of urgency; “always on” 

 Strong strategic thinker;  Understands problems on multiple levels:  Customer, regulatory, operational, 
credit, sales, workflow, etc. 

 Creates a “presence” 1:1 and in group settings to drive solutions and establish focus on outcomes 

 
EDUCATION: 

 A Bachelor’s degree is required 

 Project Mangement certifications a plus 

 
EXPERIENCE: 

 10+ years in banking or financial services 

 Experience leading complex cross-org projects 

 Experience negotiating win-win outcomes for multiple parties 

 Experience with digital banking a plus 
 

 
PHYSICAL DEMANDS/WORK ENVIRONMENT REQUIREMENTS: 

 Vision, hearing, speech, movements requiring the use of wrists, hands and/or fingers 

 The ability to work the days and hours required to fulfill the essential functions of the position 

 The ability to work long hours and to multitask 
 

MENTAL DEMANDS: 

 Learning, thinking, concentration 

 The ability to interact with others and exercise self-control.   It is likely a lot of self control will be required 
for this role 
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 The ability to work under stressful conditions, particularly in vendor/supplier and employee situations 

 The ability to make decisions and exercise discretion, when necessary 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
 

The undersigned employee acknowledges receipt of the Job Description for the employee’s position and 
understands the essential functions, responsibilities and qualifications of the position.  Furthermore, the employee 
acknowledges that this Job Description may not include all of the essential functions of this position, and that 
these essential functions may change as deemed necessary by the manager. 
 
 
 
 

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE      DATE 
 
 

 
 

MANAGER SIGNATURE      DATE 


